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In this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin's first school project is to create a picture of what he

likes best about his neighborhood. Franklin can't decide what to draw. Beaver chooses the library

and Moose decides on the pond. Franklin likes those places, too. But what about the fire station? Or

the park? After considering all the many choices, Franklin finally decides that it's the people, rather

than the places, that make his neighborhood so special.
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My Kindergartners and I read your book today. What a nice thought. We are learning about our

world this month to intergrate the thoughts of why people would consider moving to a new world(the

Pilgrims) so we are starting out with the thought of what is a neighborhood? and then proceeding to

families and friends--so you started it for us. Thanks.

It is difficult to find much wrong with this entire series of books and this offering is no different.

Franklin, after lengthy study and conversation, comes to the conclusion that the "people" are the

true heart of any neighborhood, not the building, parks or location. (Sorry for the spoiler here). I

have found this one to be very useful in the classroom, not only to teach that we probably have it

pretty good right where we are, but also to teach that it is people who make up the important things



in our lives and not things. Franklin, though he my blunder at times, is truely a wise little turtle. The

art work is of it's usual high quality that we have come to expect with the Franklin Books. Highly

recommend this one.

We gave this as a gift to some friends. No text that I skipped or changed while reading this book to

my 2 year old. Nothing scary, inappropriate, no examples of bad behavior or anything mean to

create drama. Good, positive story. You can tell the story just by pointing to the pictures or reading

the text or both. Only confusing thing is one picture where Franklin's toy turtle doll is small sitting on

the chair next to him while the "camera" is zoomed in so that Franklin is big. My daughter thought

the big turtle was the mom and the doll was Franklin at first, and it took me a while to realize that

wasn't a neglected younger brother turtle but just a doll, but now that we've figured all that out we're

all set!

This was one of the better Franklin the turtle books. There were no 'negativity' such as tantrums, or

name calling ect that some of his books have in them.Franklin and his friend each had an

assignment to draw abut what was their favorite thing in their neighborhood. While in the tor Franklin

thinks hard about what he likes the best he can't decide on one thing to do his project about. One

fried is doing her project on the library, another is doing his on the Fire Department, another the

lake, all these help Franklin remember good memories of each and how much each person is

special to him. At the end of the book he does his project on his 'neighbors'. All his friends (adults

and children) are his favorite and is what makes his neighborhood...A good book to help teach a

little one the importance of how much people in your neighborhood help make your area a safe and

fun place to live.

Can't go wrong with Franklin! Kids enjoy the story and mom likes the lessons and morals. Diversity

in characters and their interactions a plus.
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